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Abstract IDP3 is a Knowledge Base System for a rich logic that com-
bines �rst order logic with logic programming. This article presents the
motivation for building this system, discusses its logic and gives an over-
view of the architecture of the IDP-system, the forms of inference that it
supports, and the techniques used to implement them. It also mentions
applications and experiments performed with the system.

1 Motivation

Arguably, knowledge, information is an essential resource to humans. Human
experts possess declarative information and use it to solve problems, accomplish
tasks. How does this work?

This question boils down to what arguably can be viewed as the global re-
search question for the �eld of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KRR):
what is information, what kinds are there, and how can information be used to
solve problems. Below, this question is referred to as the KRR-research ques-
tion. To study information and how it is used to solve problems is obviously a
scienti�c topic of fundamental importance. The KRR research question is about
the relation between declarative background knowledge on a problem domain
and computational tasks that arise in it. This places KRR at the foundations of
Computer Science and Arti�cial Intelligence.

All �elds of Computational Logic, Declarative Programming, Formal Meth-
ods and also many areas in Arti�cial Intelligence are concerned with aspects or
instances of the KRR-research question. At present many declarative paradigms
exist: �rst order deductive logic (FO), Deductive Databases (SQL, Datalog),
Logic Programming, Abductive Logic Programming, Answer set Programming,
Constraint Programming languages such as OPL, Zinc, Comet, languages for
veri�cation such as Z, B, TLA+, Alloy, temporal logics for model checking, plan-
ning languages (PDDL), Description Logics, . . . . In all declarative programming
paradigms, declarative information is expressed; also phrasing an SQL query is
an act of knowledge representation. Therefore, all of them share a concern to
develop a natural knowledge representation language and solve problems with it.
There are important di�erences between these languages, but if we peek through
super�cial di�erences in style and terminology, many overlaps in these languages
are apparent.



Nevertheless, the correspondences between the languages are not always
clear. Syntactical styles of languages developed in the di�erent �elds, and the
concepts and terminologies used to de�ne the languages di�er widely. The is-
sue that fragments computational logic and declarative programming more than
anything else is the reasoning task. Declarative programming disciplines focus on
one speci�c reasoning task, on a speci�c form of inference: classical logic serves
to solve deductive problems, database languages serve to query databases (SQL,
Datalog), logic programs are executable programs solving queries, answer set
programs serve to generate answer sets, abductive logic programs solve abduct-
ive problems, inductive logic programming serves to solve inductive problems,
constraint programming languages express constraint problems, etc. Expressions,
theories or programs are seen as statements of a problem. Often the represent-
ation of declarative information is mixed with information about the task to be
solved, and the concepts and terminologies used to specify semantics are per-
vaded with aspects of the task to be solved. But is declarative information not
supposed to be independent of the task at hand, and hence of the speci�c form
of inference? Here the principle of separation of concerns seems to be violated.

From a KRR point of view, the good news is that in the di�erent declarative
programming paradigms, a range of powerful solving techniques and solvers have
been developed, for a range of di�erent inference tasks. Also, a great amount of
know-how on knowledge representation principles has been gathered and tested
in the context of real problems. The downside is that this know-how is scattered
over these di�erent �elds.

For example, consider the following proposition: �adjacent vertices in graph G

have a di�erent color�. It can be expressed elegantly in many languages, including
in FO:

∀x y : V ertex(x) ∧ V ertex(y) ∧G(x, y)⇒ Col(x) 6= Col(y)

In the context of a graph coloring problem, this proposition would be the main
constraint. However, this proposition has no intrinsic �constraint solving� qual-
ity; it is merely the representation of a piece of information. In other contexts,
the proposition could equally well be a query or an integrity constraint for a
colored graph database, or a desired correctness property to be veri�ed for a
graph coloring algorithm. Is there any principled reason why the encoding of
this proposition should depend on the task? Is its FO representation less natural
or modular than its encoding in CP languages, in ASP, in query or veri�cation
languages? (These are rhetoric questions.) The task-orientedness of declarative
programming paradigms obscures insights in the knowledge representation prin-
ciples underlying these languages.

Perhaps worse is that the task-orientedness of declarative programming paradigms
is blocking an open-minded investigation of the KRR-research question itself:
what problems can be solved with the speci�ed declarative information? In
declarative programming paradigms the inference task is an a priori of the
paradigm. Expressions, programs or theories are written with this task in mind
and are seen as speci�cations of such a task. The focus on the task may act as



a pair of blinders for what other tasks could be solved using the same informa-
tion. Take classical logic. For most of its history, FO was seen as the language of
deductive reasoning; it is still widely de�ned that way. A graph coloring prob-
lem is clearly not a deductive problem, and this at least partially explains why
until recently, FO was not considered as an approach for this type of problem.
Yet, its solution in FO is very natural. The input of a graph coloring problem
is the set of data describing the graph and the colors. Given that �a database =
a structure�, a suitable logical representation of this input is as a structure Io
interpreting symbols G/2, V ertex/1 and Colour/1. The solution of the problem
is the interpretation of function symbol Col in any structure I that (1) expands
Io and (2) satis�es the above axiom (and some other ones). Thus, this problem
is a model generation inference problem, or more speci�cally, a model expansion

problem [26]. Mutatis mutandis, similar phenomena play in all other �elds of de-
clarative problem solving. E.g., few would think of SQL as a language to express
constraints in a constraint problem, or the CP-language Zinc as a query language
or a language to express desirable properties to be veri�ed in the context of the
formal speci�cation of a system.

If only we could bundle what is known about the KRR-research question
in the di�erent �elds of computational logic into one �information centered�
scienti�c framework!?

The above considerations form the motivation and the background of the
FO(·)-KBS research project [13,29] that is currently conducted at the KRR-
research group at the KU-Leuven. At the language level, the goal is to design
a rich KR language FO(·)IDP that integrates language constructs from di�erent
areas of computational logic. As we explain in the next section, FO is used as
a base language in this project. The notation FO(·) stands for the family of
extensions of FO, and FO(·)IDP is the FO(·) language supported by IDP3. At
the system level, the aim is to develop a Knowledge Base System that supports
various forms of inference. The system also provides a programming environ-
ment with an interface to IDP3 to call a range of inference methods and other
functionalities to solve tasks. On the implementation level, new techniques are
combined with existing ones from CP, SAT, Answer Set Programming, Logic
Programming, . . . . The system IDP3 is the current platform of the project; it
supports the language FO(·)IDP. In the rest of the article we will explain the
language and give an overview of the system.

2 The IDP3 system

IDP3 is developed as a Knowledge Base System (knowledge-base system (KBS))
that supports a rich declarative logic and provides various forms of inference and
other logic-related functionalities for this logic.

The KB language The knowledge representation language of IDP3 is the lo-
gic FO(·)IDP, an extension of full FO [11]. FO was chosen as the base language



because we believe that its connectors and quanti�ers are key connectors for ex-
pressing human knowledge. Other advantages of FO are the clarity of its informal
semantics and the precision and simplicity of its Tarskian possible world model
semantics. These are valuable properties of FO; however, as a KR language,
FO is far too primitive. FO(·)IDP extends First-Order Logic (FO) with types,
inductive de�nitions [12], aggregates [28] (cardinality, sum, min and maximum),
numerical quanti�ers, e.g., ∃≤n, etc.

We illustrate the formalism with the following scenario. In a company, the
hierarchy of its employees is represented by WorksFor(Person, Person). The
total salary cost of an employee (SalaryCost(Person, int)) is the sum of the
salaries of the employee and everyone below him in the hierarchy. Every employee
with a total salary cost of more than a million dollar is a manager.∀p sc : SalaryCost(p, sc)←sc = Salary(p))+

sum ({x sal :WorksFor(x, p) ∧ SalaryCost(x, sal) : sal})


∀x s : SalaryCost(x, s) ∧ s ≥ 1000000⇒Manager(x)

This condensed theory shows the most important features of FO(·)IDP: FO, types,
non-Herbrand functions (Salary(Person) : int), inductive de�nitions, aggreg-
ates, arithmetic.

The de�nition de�nes the typed relation symbol SalaryCost in terms of
the Salary function and WorksFor. The de�nition is recursive and de�nes
SalaryCost by induction on the employee hierarchy. Its single rule speci�es
both the base case (for employees at the bottom of hierarchy) and the inductive
case. The sum expression sums values sal over the set of all pairs (x, sal) that
satisfy the enclosed formula.1

FO(·)IDP is an integration of KR principles found in various declarative lan-
guages (and a few new ones too). The FO(·)IDP de�nition construct is logic
programming's contribution to it. De�nitions in FO(·)IDP extend logic programs
with general rule bodies and open symbols (e.g., Salary/2,WorksFor/2). Its
rule-based syntax and the well-founded semantics, extended to handle complex
bodies and open symbols, make it suitable to express the most common sorts of
(inductive) de�nitions: monotone inductive de�nitions and inductive de�nitions
over a well-founded order [8,9,12]. E.g., the de�nition of SalaryCost is a (non-
monotone)de�nition by induction over the well-founded employee hierarchy. We
believe this to be LP's most useful contribution to declarative KR and to clas-
sical logic. The way LP is integrated with FO preserves FO's assets: a clear and
precise informal semantics, and a precise Tarskian possible world semantics [10].

The logic FO(·)IDP is related to and shows overlap with the languages of SAT
Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers [27], the Alloy language [20], the language of the
ProB system [23] and also with Constraint Programming (CP) languages like

1 This theory should be completed with an axiom that WorksFor is a hierarchy;
that is, its transitive closure relation is irre�exive. This is expressed by de�ning a
newly introduced predicate constant T (Person, Person) as the transitive closure of
WorksFor, and expressing irre�exivity : ¬∃x : T (x, x).



OPL, Essence, Zinc [25]. Some of these languages contain higher order language
constructs while FO(·)IDP is the only one with inductive de�nitions. FO(·)IDP is
tightly linked to ASP as well [10] and formally extends Abductive Logic Frame-
works [22].

The knowledge base system The system IDP3 is a knowledge base system.
The system manages a class of logical objects: vocabularies, structures, terms,
formulas and theories. It supports a range of functionalities, from language re-
lated tasks such as normalization of formulas, to inference tasks that can be
applied to an input of logical objects. The main forms of inference implemented
in IDP3 are the following.

Finite model expansion: Input: a partial structure Io and FO(·)IDP theory
T ; output: a model I of T that expands Io. This is the kernel of the IDP3

system. It supports Herbrand model generation and �nite model expansion
which were proposed as logic-based methods for constraint solving, respect-
ively in [16] and model expansion [26]. The architecture of this system is
similar to that of recent CP-systems and ASP-systems. Like ASP-systems
it is based on grounding and solving, using the solver MiniSAT(ID) [24,3].
Intelligent grounding techniques were developed to support the FO bodies
and to reduce grounding size [35].
Like other solvers in CP, SMT and ASP, the solver MiniSAT(ID) has
an SMT-architecture with a clause learning SAT-solver as kernel and vari-
ous theory propagators for non-CNF language constructs. For example, the
propagator of de�nitions includes a system to detect unfounded sets. Re-
cently, the system was extended with CP technology to handle integer func-
tions e�ciently [3]. Another recent extension is lazy grounding [5].
Model checking is a special case of model expansion with I a two-valued
structure interpreting the vocabulary of T ; it is implemented through the
model expander. The system also provides optimization inference. This has
an additional input argument in the form of a cost term t to be minimized.

Querying structures: Input: a structure I and an FO sentence ϕ (or set com-
prehension {x : ϕ[x]}); output ϕI (or {x : ϕ[x]}I). The implementation in
IDP3 makes use of �rst order Binary Decision Diagrams as described in [35].

Propagation: Input: a theory T and partial structure I; output: a more precise
partial structure I ′ that approximates all models of T that are expansions
of I [34]. Equivalently, propagation deduces ground literals that hold in all
models of T that expand I. The system provides a complete propagation
system (co-NP complete) and a sound but incomplete polynomial algorithm
based on a lifted form of unit propagation. This form of inference proved very
useful for building interactive knowledge-based con�guration systems [31].
It is also used internally in IDP3 to reduce the size of the grounding. The
propagation algorithm and its applications are described in [34].

Theorem proving: Input: an FO(·)IDP theory T and FO sentence ϕ; output:
true if T |= ϕ. It is implemented by translating T into a weaker FO theory



T ′ and calling the theorem prover Spass [32] to check whether T ′ |= ϕ. The
theorem prover is used internally in the IDP system to detect functional
dependencies, which are then used for optimizations as described in [4].

Model Revision: In many real-life search domains, a solution must be up-
dated to satisfy new constraints (e.g., train rescheduling, network recon�g-
uration,. . . ). The problem of updating a model of a theory to satisfy some
new constraints is an incremental variant of the model generation problem
[33].

∆-model expansion: Input: a de�nition ∆ and a structure Io interpreting all
parameter symbols of ∆; output the unique model I of ∆ that expands Io.
This problem extends the view materialization problem in Datalog. It is an
instance of model expansion but is solved in IDP3 using di�erent technology.
The close relationship between de�nitions and logic programs under the well-
founded semantics was exploited to translate ∆ and I into a tabled Prolog
program and use XSB to compute I or to solve queries with respect to ∆
and I in a goal-oriented way [21].

Several other tools and components have been build in and around IDP3.
It comprises a system for symmetry detection and breaking [14]. This system is
standalone and can be used with any SAT system. Its e�ectiveness is demon-
strated in the 2013 SAT-competition where a SAT solver combined with it won
the track �Hard combinatorial� [30].

An IDE was developed for IDP3. It is available at dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/krr/
software/idp-ide.

We developed a useful tool IDP
Draw for visualizing structures [18]. This system

is an application of ∆-model expansion. To visualize a structure I, the user
writes a de�nition ∆ de�ning an ontology of graphical predicates in terms of the
symbols interpreted in I. The system performs ∆-model expansion to compute
the graphical predicates, which are then passed on to a graphical system that
visualizes the graphical data.

The system supports translators from di�erent predicate and propositional
languages. One is a translator from FO(·)IDP to FO(arithm) (FO extended with
arithmetic). It is available externally and is used internally as a preprocessing
step to call the theorem prover. Other translators are for propositional languages:
translators of IDP3's ground format ECNF from and to standard CNF, lparse
and �atzinc, and translators from QBF and OPB to ECNF.

IDP3 provides a programming environment with an interface from which the
di�erent functionalities of IDP3 can be called [29,7] and in which the di�erent
sorts of logic objects can be created and manipulated. This interface was build
in the imperative programming language Lua [19].

The KBS-paradigm o�ers the opportunity to apply di�erent sorts of inference
to the same theory. The idea is that quite often, a software product solves several
problems in the same problem domain. The question then is whether the same de-
clarative representation of the background knowledge can be used to solve these
di�erent tasks, by applying the suitable form of inference. We only have begun
to explore this. An experiment where this worked very well is presented in [31].



IDP was used there to implement an interactive con�guration system. Several
forms of inference on the same theory, of which propagation inference was the
most important, were helpful to guide a user through the con�guration problem.
Other applications of IDP3 were conducted for solving machine-learning prob-
lems [2], for university course scheduling [6] and for modelling and veri�cation
of software architectures [17].

IDP3 is succesfully used as a didactic tool in introductory and advanced
courses on predicate logic and knowledge representation in several universities.

At present the system is among the best ASP systems, and its solver performs
very well in the class of minizinc systems [1]. Both the KBS IDP3 and the
search algorithm MiniSAT(ID) are open-source. They are available from dtai.

cs.kuleuven.be/krr/software/. The webpage contains a tutorial and a list of
examples.
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